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Sportco M44 Rifle

Introduction
I am not a target rifle man, unless the rifle has a magazine, it does not even get on my radar, so why did I purchase a single shot classic
target rifle. First word that might shed some light is “classic”, I like rifles with history, wood and that are unique. The second reason was
that I was looking for a suitable target rifle that was manufactured around the late 1960’s and would compliment a Redfield 3200 target
scope which was also hailed from the 60’s.
A few months ago a good customer approached me and asked me to sell a M44 on his behalf, I offer to help but warned that I may struggle

as my website was designed for classic military rifles and not target
rifles and therefore would not attract the right type of buyer. It took
about 48hrs for the penny to drop, that here was the very rifle I was
searching for.
History
I do not usually discuss a rifles history in my Armourers notes because there is usually a wealth of information out in the world
published by authors that generally know there stuff. The M44
seemed to break the mould somewhat and the only published information I could find was in the book, Bolt Action Rifles by Frank de
Hass and Dr wayne van Zwoll plus there was some odd and sods on
the Internet mainly at www.sportco.org.au
Whilst this rifle and modified versions of it still appear popular in
Australia, outside of the Australia it appears uncommon and hence
appealed to my sense of uniqueness. Therefore I will discuss some
rudimentary information concerning this rifle. My rifle appears an
early model with the serial number DG008 but its overall condition
was good as can be seen from the pictures above.
The rifle evolved from the need for Australian target shooters to have something better than the traditional converted Lee Enfield's and
also to take advantage of the 7.62x51 NATO round that was then entering into service at the time. The first rifles appeared in 1968 and
gained a favourable report. The rifle consisted of a heavy free floating barrel, with typical Parker hales sights of the period. The receiver
is in my opinion the rifles greatest asset, it consists of a heavy wall tubular receiver which for the exception of the ejection port totally
envelopes the bolt. The bolt has three very sturdy locking lugs which provide a 60° rotation and lock directly into the barrel. The trigger
mechanism, cocking piece and ejector are very similar to the Remington 700 and bolt release similar to the current RPA design. This almost
piston type arrangement, plus its rather simple mechanism makes for a extremely strong, accurate and good rifle design.
Rifle Serial No DG008
At the time of writing, DG008 is approximately 44 years old and didn’t have too many alterations or things wrong with it. The butt pad had
been hacked off and mediocre checkering had been added to the stock at some point. The stock had been fitted with a poor hand made
accessory rail, the safety catch had been removed and the front sling swivel was held together with a nut and bolt, otherwise the rifle was
mechanically sound. The barrel showed very little signs of wear but I did notice there was a tiny area of surface craze cracking at the
commencement of rifling, however as you can see on the next page accuracy appeared unaffected.
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Before I commenced any work, it was off to the range for a function and accuracy test.
Using the target sights fitted, no butt plate, shooting off the bench at 100yrds and
using some 125gr rounds I had spare, I shot this 3” group with the large bulk of the
shots falling within 2”. Thirty rounds fell within that jagged hole and whilst it was not
the most scientific test, I felt this 44 year old rifle was still capable of shooting a decent
group.
Trigger
The original trigger was typical for the 1960’s and released at a rather rough 3.5lbs. I
thought if I could find a modern replacement this would assist in improving the rifles
accuracy. As the rifle is uncommon outside of Australia I searched some Australian
website's, looking for a manufacturer and came up with Davies Triggers from Castlemaine, Victoria. I placed an order and the trigger arrived two weeks latter. As can be
seen from the below picture the trigger is a rather fine affair and its side plates are
machined from a brass alloy and it has an air of quality. The trigger has a range of
adjustment and can be adjusted for a single or double pull.
This model of trigger is both for the M44 and the Remington 700 and to fit the M44 the
sear has to be altered slightly. The instructions indicate this is a non gunsmithing job
and it is a rather easy task. However you are altering the sear and cannot afford to get
it wrong, so if you are unsure seek the services of an Armourer or Gunsmith.
Whilst you cannot ascertain from the picture on the right the trigger fouls the trigger
guard and the trigger bar fouls the woodwork. Both have to reduced in length if you
wish to retain the original stock and guard.
Stock
Whilst the stock was structurally sound it had been altered over the years by various
owners judging by the poor stand of workmanship. The checkering was poor but there
was very little I could do to rectify that. The old hacked off butt plate was removed and
replaced with a Hogue model, however depending how I use the rifle in the future I
may add an improved unit. The accessory rail had been fitted by hand, look shabby and
by modern standards wasn't much use. Therefore I designed and manufactured a
modern rail that would accept a sling and a bipod, it also was purposely bigger than
the original rail so when the wood was machined it remove all the imperfections of the
original fitting.
The nut and bolt that secured the front sling were removed and replaced by a purpose
built screw. As the accessory rail now accommodated the sling the Enfield sling swivel
was removed altogether.
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Scope
The scope was the driving force for acquiring this rifle and unlike most shooters I purchased the scope before I knew what rifle I was going
to fit it too. Whilst I collect rifles I also have a small collection of scopes and I have a particularly interest in American scopes from the
1940’s to the 60’s that have external adjustments for example the Unertl, Winchester and the Lyman. Whilst I cannot afford a Unertl I am
the proud owner of two Winchesters and a Lyman. The Redfield 3200 was part of the next generation of scopes and whilst it still had the
long magnification tube the windage and elevation drum were incorporated internally. These scopes were extremely well made and of
the best quality, so therefore I was keen to place it on suitable rifle from a similar period.

Scope Base
When I purchased the Redfield I was fortunate to be able to buy it as a complete kit, so therefore I had the original rings, sunshade and
container. However this did dictate that I required the
correct blocks. The blocks were provided by Steve Earle
Products Inc in the US and as you can see to the right
are of good quality.
The M44 receiver was machined solely with aperture
target sights in mind. However fitting a scope base for

a standard sized scope would normally be a simple affair, however the long length of the Redfield 3200 provided me with some challenges.
To provide a stable platform for the scope I would have to fit one of the blocks on the barrel and machine a recess in the upper fore end
to allow it to clear. For those that are familiar with the Springfield Sniper rifles, this is a similar arrangement for fitting the Unertl scope
and I didn’t want to do this, so I designed my own base as seen above. This would permit me to fit the scope without touching the barrel
or damaging the woodwork.
Assembly
I've mentioned in other Armourer Notes that some rifles assemble with ease and correctly first time and others, well their out and out
pigs. This Sportco seemed to fall into the latter category. I restored the woodwork and wrongly assumed the new trigger group being
designed for the M44 would fit without any alteration to the woodwork. I mounted the stock in the milling machine to mill out the trigger
area and no matter how careful I was, I still marked the stock. Once I had fitted the new trigger, I assembled the action to the stock, only
to find I then couldn't fit the trigger guard as it fouled the new trigger. The solution was to resize the trigger.
The new scope base which you can see above was going to be blued to match the receiver, or so I thought. Instead of a nice rich blue the
best I could achieve was a poor grey. The solution and nearly half a day wasted due to curing times was to spray paint. The new accessory
rail dropped in and secured with out fault, as did the assembly of the front band, so I guess I should be grateful for small mercy’s.
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Having assembled the rifle, I assembled the base, blocks, rings and the scope without further mishap. I aligned the reticule and secured
the scope, I followed this up by placing a Laser on the muzzle to roughly align the reticule with the bore and thus save some time and
ammunition when I go to the range to test the rifle.

As you can see from the pictures the finished rifle did not look bad at all, even after all my cursing.
Ammunition
As this was my first target rifle, I thought I would develop some decent ammunition to ascertain how well this rifle would perform. I
purchased Lapua brass and Berger 155gr Hybrid bullets and made up 50rds using Vihtavuori N140.
My first trip to the range was outstanding success as the rifle performed
well beyond my expectations. I shot ten strings between 40.5 and 45gr and
identified 42.5gr as the right bullet/power combination for this rifle. Having bore sighted the scope previously in the workshop my first shots were
6” above the point of aim at 100yrds and with some small adjustment I
brought this down to 1” above the POA. Although this was a chronograph
exercise, grouping was superb with most strings. During this session the
rifle performed very well, with only one minor issue of a sticking sear,
which was easily resolved with a drop of oil.
I have shot many .308/7.62’s over the years but no dedicated or specialised
target rifles. I have shot Lee Enfield T4 and P14’s all with good heavy target
barrels in .308 but none of them really bettered a 1.5-2” group at 100yrds.
As a result of my personal experience I did not rate the .308 as a nail tacker.
The M44 with the Redfield 3200 combination changed all that in an instant,
I was regularly getting two rounds pretty much in the same hole but the
best 3rd group was 0.33” or 8.6 mm as shown on the left.
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Range Test
Having identified a suitable load, I reloaded and returned to the range to zero and attempt a
better group that had been achieved on the previous outing.
This was a repeat of the previous range test with the exercise being the same as before with
the rifle being fired from a bench and off a bag. Distance was 100yrds and once zeroed I
obtained the group depicted to the right. This three round group was 10.9mm or 0.43” and
was fractionally larger than my previous shoot but I was very happy with this rifles performance and the ability to group any better was really down to “the nut behind the bolt” and
therefore I didn’t proceed any further.
Summary
This project started off with the purchase of a Redfield 3200 scope and trying to identify a
suitable donor rifle. By shear chance I stumbled on the classic Omark Sportco M44. I was
extremely fortuitous that a customer asked me to sell it on there behalf as I had never
considered this rifle as a potential donor. The
rifles superb accuracy coupled with an excellent scope have produced outstanding results
that I thought a classic rifle was un-capable of.
This rifle combination has taught me a valuable lesson, that classic rifles are capable of
similar results to today’s more modern and
much more expensive target rifles.
Whilst there is not a magazine in sight, I am
rather smitten with this rifle and its capabilities. As I restore classic rifles I shoot in that
same arena so I am unsure where this rifle and its scope are going to take me and my shooting. It would be great if I could find a classic
target rifle competition league and put this wonderful rifle to the test.

Update
In early 2013 I continued to put the M44 through it paces and in January I got the opportunity to shoot at 1000yrds. This is a more unusual
shoot for me as I predominately shoot classic rifles and therefore I rarely engage targets beyond 600yrds and this was reflected in my
in-experience and the fact that many of my rounds fell short. There was two reasons, insufficient velocity with my hand-loads and the
knock on effect with my scope and its adjustment. Clearly the solution was to increase the bullets velocity, however I was reluctant to do
this, as this is a classic rifle and the “hotter” the rounds the greater the wear and tear. I was also struggling with the scope, not because
of any deficiencies on the scopes behalf, quite the opposite, it was an excellent scope. The issue was with me, the heavy weight of the rifle
and the long dimensions of the scope, constantly gave me the feeling that I was going to damage it in someway and as a result I was
treating the rifle like it was a sheet of glass.
I therefore decided to replace the scope with a next generation Lyman x25 All American perma-centre. The more compact dimensions of
this scope alleviated the feeling of frailness and altered the
balance of the rifle. The rifle required re-zeroing and I completed
the exercise in the same manner as the earlier Redfield. Whilst
the Lyman was a more modern scope, the difference were mainly in the lenses and the turrets, reticule and clarity wise the
Redfield and Lyman were very similar an I consider them both to
be very good scopes .
Shooting from a rest and at 100yrds the rifle achieved a 10.5mm
group as shown on the next page.
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Summary
This rifle and its various scope combinations continues to impress me, at 45years old the M44 and its accompanying Lyman
scope continue to provide a very capable performance and
shooting enjoyment.

Paul Green
Thames Valley Guns
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